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original unsubordinated sentence, instead of its arising in the
process of subordination; our experience is, however, that
many people do in fact go wrong in subordinate clauses who
are alive to the danger in simple sentences.
The Prime Minister . . . would at once have asked the Opposition if
they could suggest any further means for making the inquiry more
drastic and complete, with the assurance that if they could suggest
any such means, they would at once be incorporated in the Government
scheme.—Spectator.
Statement. They shall be incorporated. We have classed
this as wrong on the assumption, supported by the word
assurance, that the Prime Minister gave a promise, and there-
fore used the coloured future, and did not state a fact and use
the plain future.
Another type of subordinate clause important for Sh. and
W. is the conditional protasis or if-clause. It is not necessary,
nor with modern writers usual, to mark the future or condi-
tional force of this separately, since it is sufficiently indicated
by the apodosis. For instance, If you come I shall be glad;
if you came I should be glad; if you had come I should have
been glad. But in formal style or with a slight difference of
meaning, it is often superfluously done in the protasis too.
Sh. is then used for all persons, as, If he should come, you
would learn how the matter stands. So
Japan will adhere to her pledge of neutrality unless Russia shall first
violate hers.—Times.
But to the rule that the protasis takes shall there are three
exceptions, real or apparent; W. is found under the following
circumstances:
(i.) An original pure-system or coloured-future W. is not
changed to Sh. by being used in subordination to if (or unless).
It is retained with its full original force instead of some verb
like wish or choose. In If we would believe we might move moun-
tains, the meaning is If we chose to believe, different from that of
If we believed or should believe. So

